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FOREIGN EXCHANGE-FX-MARKET: 
 Today in interbank session, PKR hold its ground and just dropped by 3paisa against the Yesterday’s close 

at Rs160.71 to Rs160.68. 
 During the day, USD/PKR traded within the range of 23paisa from low at Rs160.50 to high at Rs160.73 

 
 SBP released the data of CAB for the month of November 2020. According to the SBP, CAB increased by 

$34.0mn as compared to the last month surplus $413mn to $447mn. 
 For FY-20/21, CAB advanced by $3.38bn or 194.0% as CAB posted the surplus of $1.64bn as compared to 

the same period of last fiscal year deficit of $1.74. 
 CAB figure measures from Primary Expense, Secondary Income and Trade deficit figure respectively. 
 Primary Expense fell by $252mn from $2.46bn to $2.21bn, Secondary Income increased by $3.11mn 

from $10.27bn to $13.39bn and Trade deficit declined by $15mn from $9.55bn to $9.53bn. 
 Along with CAB, SBP also released the data of Trade Deficit for the month of November 2020, According 

to the S BP, Trade deficit increased by $157mn from last month $1.79bn to $1.94bn. 
 For 5MFY-20/21, Trade deficit declined by $15mn as compared to the same period of last fiscal year 

$9.55bn to $9.53bn. 
 Trade deficit figure drives where imports are greater than exports. 
 Imports decreased by $183mn from $18.34bn to $18.16bn while exports fell by $735mn from $10.28bn 

to $9.55bn respectively.  

 

 

MONEY MARKET-MM: 

 SBP issued the numbers of Broad Money Supply for the week ended 11
th

 December 2020. According to the 

SBP, M2 posted the growth of 2.24%  recorded lower as compared to last year growth of 2.42%.  

 On WoW basis, M2 rose by 0.44% as broad money advanced by Rs91.25bn from Rs377.28bn to Rs468.52bn.  

 M2-Growth measured with the sum of Net Foreign Assets-NFA & Net Domestic Assets NDA:  

 NFA includes FX-Reserves while NDA includes Credit to Govt. & Non-Govt. Sectors borrowing and other net 

Items (liability) respectively.  

 NFA advanced by Rs3.89bn from Rs519.24bn to Rs523.13bn mainly due to increase in FX-Reserves figure, 

While NDA increased by Rs87.36bn from negative Rs141.97bn to negative Rs54.61bn mainly due to decrease 

in Other Items-Net (liability) by Rs57.64bn and increase in Non-Govt. Sector Borrowing by Rs23.46bn 

respectively. 

 

 Today MM initiated the market at 7.25% and traded whole day within the range at 7.20%-7.50% and closed at 

7.40%. 

 

COMMODITIES MARKET: 

 GOLD-SPOT: During the last 4-hours, Gold traded and closed lower indicating that yellow metal will resume its 

lower run than the nest target it would find at $1,860. Yellow metal is currently trading at $1,873.00 per 

ounce. 

 CRUDE-OIL: During the last 4-hours, Crude-oil started to trade lower and found support at $46.50. It held that 

level and bounced back upside direction strongly and closed just inched higher from its opening quote formed 

the candle named “DOJI” indicating that black gold will move higher and moving further higher the next target 

it would find at $47.55. Black gold is currently trading at $47.48 per barrel. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


